384-Channel electrochemical sensor array chips based on hybridization-triggered switching for simultaneous oligonucleotide detection.
We investigated the feasibility of simultaneous detection of multiple environmentally- and biomedically-relevant RNA biomarker target sequences on a single newly fabricated 384-ch sensor array chip aiming at practical application. The individual sensor is composed of a photolithographically-fabricated Au/Cr-based electrode modified with peptide nucleic acid (PNA) probes. The sensor array chips showed sequence-specific responses upon hybridization of the probes with target sequences complementary to the probes in contrast to mismatch versions. The target oligonucleotides have 15-22 mer sequences from messenger RNAs for estrogen-responsive genes and microRNAs for lung cancer biomarkers. The dependence on target concentrations of sensor responses was observed by using a single chip on which experiments for detection of several target concentrations proceeded simultaneously, with the detection limit of 7.33 × 10-8 M. As more realistic samples, oligonucleotide samples amplified by PCR from a synthesized template sequence were applied to the chip. They showed sequence-specific responses, revealing the potential for fabricated sensor array chips to be utilized to analyze PCR samples. Unlike complicated and expensive chips that require nanofabrication, our sensor array chips based on glass coated with gold thin films are simple and can be fabricated from inexpensive and readily available materials.